
RIC Leadership Team Update 3/20/23

January forums at 9 and 10:30 a.m. worship services:

● The RIC Leadership team was VERY pleased with the turnout. Both forums were

instructive to guide our path forward. The RIC Leadership Team would love to

hear MORE about if and why people are opposed or supportive. Feedback can be

emailed to ricjourney@oursaviours.com

● Attendance at both forums was very good.

● Several people got the sense that we had more people who supported becoming

RIC than people against it.

● Those who expressed opposition seemed to be strongly against it and brought up

specific concerns. We reached out to Reconciling Works to address these

concerns. Following are their responses:

1. Have churches closed because they became an RIC-designated church?

“There was recently a church in New Jersey that was already close to closure before

voting to become RIC, but it mattered to the community to continue their journey

regardless of what the congregation’s future looked like. They voted early 2022, and

recently closed 2023. Their closure though was not due to RIC designation.”

2. Have churches been sued once they have become RIC by people who felt they

were not holding up to their statements of inclusion?

“When RIC partners either do not meet RIC partner commitments, do not actively

participate in partnership (i.e. remain in communication with the national office), etc.,

ReconcilingWorks understands this work as a partnership. So we work in accompaniment

and accountability to determine the best way to contextually support said faith

community. The example I feel this individual was referring to was likely United Lutheran

Seminary; this was a status suspension, not being sued. We have not sued RIC partners

ever.“

https://www.reconcilingworks.org/reconcilingworks-board-of-director-letter-to-united-l

utheran-seminary/

Other questions and clarifications:

1. Why not just write an inclusive statement ourselves? Do we really need the RIC

designation or have the RIC logo added to our website?
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● A church carrying an RIC designation lets people who are searching for a new

church know immediately that that church is doing the work of becoming an

intentionally inclusive and welcoming space. Many young families do their

“church shopping” online and are able to identify or rule out churches this way.

● Having the RIC designation shows that the church has gone through an

intentional accountability checklist.

○ https://www.reconcilingworks.org/ric/becomeric/welcomestatements/

● It might help to think of having an RIC designation as a food carrying a Certified

Gluten Free label. For people diagnosed with Celiac Disease even the slightest

trace of gluten in their system can cause an autoimmune response. Someone with

Celiac might look at a package without the CGF label and read all of the

ingredients and as long as they don’t see wheat listed might be willing to go

ahead and risk it. Probably safe to eat, but they would be taking a chance that

there might be some cross contamination and get sick. But if they see a package

that is CGF they know they can safely eat what is inside…that in order to receive

the CGF label it has passed certain safety requirements…all the boxes have been

checked…their safety is not at risk. This is what having a church go through the

RIC process and receiving the designation would be like. People who are looking

for a safe and welcoming space to worship would know that the work was done

(or being done) that that church has been “certified” versus doing the work

internally without an outside resource that helps guide them and partner with

them.

2. Will we need to change all of our bathrooms to “gender-neutral bathrooms?”

● Just like the family bathrooms at Celebration, the two bathrooms located near the

church school classrooms at North Campus will be renovated and updated to meet

ADA requirements as well as becoming more inclusive spaces. This was approved

BEFORE we began our RIC journey.

● This update will be beneficial to families of young children,

individuals with physical limitations and anyone who feels

uncomfortable using restrooms with gender specific labeling.

February forums after 5 p.m. and 10 a.m. services

https://www.reconcilingworks.org/ric/becomeric/welcomestatements/


● Exit slips were handed out to provide immediate feedback.

● 80% responded with “Strongly supportive of this designation.”

Other news:

The RIC Leadership Team was asked recently about the number of RIC
designated churches in Naperville and beyond:

US Within 25 Miles Naperville

ELCA

Congregations

Nearly 10,000 111 3

RIC Congregations 1015 27 0

Becoming RIC 297 Couldn’t find data 1 (OSLC)

Ministry Outreach-The RIC Leadership team will be reaching out to ministries

and small groups about RIC.

Summer programs-Potential movie and discussion nights with Because the

Bible Tells Me So and/or 1946: The Mistranslation that Shifted a Culture. Small

group or home meetings were also suggested to discuss welcoming statements.

Welcome Statement Construction Late Fall: The consensus was to hold off on

welcome statements until at least the fall.

Timelines-General consensus was that 2023 should focus on education with

movement forward toward a vote reserved for early next year.




